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MONITOR  
SUPPORTS
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is vital for a healthy and productive 
working environment. Mounting 
monitors at the correct height for 
individual users vastly improves 
posture and may prevent long-term 
back problems. 

Colebrook Bosson Saunders 
recognised the need for ergonomic 

the mid 1980s. We were also the 

foreseeing the huge demand for  

monitor arm range now includes a 
wide variety of models and sizes, all 

can be mounted on posts, slatwalls, 
toolbars and, with the design of special 
brackets, almost any other surface.
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monitor arm powered by gas 
strut for improved flexibility

environments due to easy 
screen adjustment

and desks using a variety of 
fixing options

the screen can be removed 
in seconds

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

screen monitor arm

environments

three lengths

wishbone post system

the screen can be removed 
in seconds

arm powered by a spring 
clutch mechanism

and desks using a variety of 
fixing options

classic design to provide easy 
manual height adjustment

flat screen monitor arm

Can support a weight of 24kg 
(52.8lb), enough to support 
screens up to 37”

Ideal for future-proofing 
your business

Suited to multi-screen 
environments

with optional security feature

Built-in fine height 
adjustment feature to align 
adjacent monitors

Portrait-to-landscape 
monitor orientation

management facility

NEW
MAX

12kg/26.4lb
MAX

8.5kg/18.7lb
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Zorro is loved for its ability to 
create clear space and less 
visual clutter

the screen to create clean 
straight lines

flush onto itself, creating 
maximum space and saving 
space accordingly

and desks using a variety of 
fixing options

the screen can be removed 
in seconds

for simplified installation and 
usage (includes arm, monitor 
mount and desk clamp)

Simple and innovative design 

articulation and height 
adjustability

Can also be mounted into 
desk grommet hole

NEW

in three different lengths

environments

mounted on one post without 
additional brackets

and desks using a variety of 
fixing options

the screen can be removed 
in seconds

positioned in either landscape 
or portrait format

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

MONITOR ARM 
PRODUCT BENEFITS

each user

multiple users of one workstation 

avoid glare 

Saves space on the desk 

fixing, slatwall or toolbar mounted

Integrated cable management 

Screen format can be easily switched 
between landscape and portrait
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CODE GLA/011
Gas lift arm, Giselle

CODE GLA/013
Gas lift arm, Giselle X

Giselle is an elegant post-mounted arm that combines strength with ease of movement. Utilising an internal gas 
strut, Giselle provides fingertip control over monitors that weigh up to 8.5kg (18.7lb). Giselle is therefore the ideal 

Giselle X can be used, as its horizontal forearm sets a base for screen height.

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb
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WISHBONE  
PLUS
Did you know that 
we nearly called it 
Whalebone? Martyn 
was overruled...
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Wishbone Plus can support monitor weights up to 24kg, meaning it can comfortably hold monitors up 

functional enhancements such as a built-in fine height adjustment feature and easy portrait-to-landscape  
monitor orientation.

CODE WSH/011/CQR
Standard arm, quick release
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THE STORY  
OF THE  
WISHBONE 
POST SYSTEM...
While Peter and Martyn were 

windsurfing sessions, Peter 
came upon the idea of applying 
the same principle to a monitor 
support as to a mast foot on 

system was born...
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Wishbone is a design classic, it has won design and product innovation awards the world over. It is a true system 
arm available in three reach lengths which make it the ideal choice for multi-screen applications such as trading 
floors and control rooms. Wishbone can be installed at different heights to suit different environments and users.

Wishbone range is enhanced by a wrap spring clutch at the elbow joint, providing dynamic height adjustability for 
individual users.

CODE WSH/001/PQR
Standard arm, quick release

CODE WSH/002/PQR CODE WSH/003/PQR
C-post arm, quick release

MAX
12kg/26.4lb

MAX
12kg/26.4lb

MAX
12kg/26.4lb

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

CODE WSH/ROT/NQR
Rotation arm, non-quick release
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Zorro combines function with beautiful design. Its diagonal profile means that Zorro can be mounted on  

to 460mm (18 ”)
and reduce glare.

CODE ZOR/PQR
Standard arm, quick release

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb
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CODE COM/001
Standard arm, quick release

CODE COM/003
Knuckle joint arm, quick release

Daisyone is a compact and geometrical monitor support solution that allows two screens to be mounted at  
the same height on a single post, without the need for a separate back-to-back bracket. Used on the quad  
post, Daisyone also offers a 180 degree stop function, preventing potential damage to privacy screens.

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb
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provides a firm base for any post and monitor arm combination. Bespoke desk fixing solutions are also available 
on request, for more unusual mounting situations.

POST & 
DESK 

FIXINGS

CODE WSH/PST

Saunders post 

for different mounting heights 

150mm (5 ”) to 700mm (27½”)

CODE UNI/QPP

the post at 90º to the desk 

300mm (11 ”) to 800mm (31½”)

CODE UNI/QPC

the desk 

CODE WSH/50S12/K
WSH/100S12/K

via a pre-drilled hole 

underside of the desk

CODE UNI/CSG100/K
UNI/CSG140/K

by a decorative grommet 

to pass through the desk 
surface 

surface 

CODE UNI/LCLM13
UNI/LCLM25
UNI/LCLM38

or desirable to drill through the 
desk surface 

fit desk thickness from 13mm 
(½”) to 38mm (1½”)

CODE UNI/TMCLM

access to the edges of the 
desk surface 

disassembled to make 
installation easier

13mm (½”) to 67mm 

QUAD CLAMP

THROUGH DESK CAST GROMMET DESK CLAMP TOP MOUNTING 
CLAMP

QUAD POSTWISHBONE POST
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Giselle isn’t suitable.

GAS 
SPRING 

SUPPORT

CODE EAB/001/035/S
EAB/001/045/S
EAB/001/060/S

Gas lift monitor plate for use 
with flat screen arm, which 
gives fingertip control of up 
to 150mm  of vertical 
movement thanks to its internal 
gas spring

CODE PPS/080

height adjustment

or Daisyone arms 

to support screens from 3kg 
(6.6lb) to 8.5kg (18.7lb)

GAS LIFT POST

GAS LIFT VESA 
PLATE
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CODE UNI/MSB/001

multiple screens via a post

available slatwalls

enables quick release and 
side-to-side relocation

Privacy screens are an increasingly important part of workplace design, creating individual workspaces from 
open-plan designs. Many screens incorporate slatwalls or utility rails which are the perfect place to install flat 

slatwalls, and our specials design service can create bespoke brackets for unique mounting configurations.

SLATWALL 
FIXINGS

CODE UNI/SWB/001

available slatwalls

Saunders monitor arm 
(excluding Rodney)

UNIVERSAL 
SLATWALL MOUNT

NEW

SLATWALL POST 
BRACKET
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS 
BUT ALWAYS SETTING
THE TREND...

Hoxton Square was the hotbed 
of art and media activity that it 
is today, CBS moved into its very 
first office there. In those days it 

with Brenda repeatedly having 
her car broken into! Still, we set 
trends that others follow and 
twenty years later it’s now one 
of the coolest places in town!
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brackets are available, offering fixed or adjustable mounting for the full range of Colebrook Bosson Saunders 
monitor arms (excluding Rodney).

TOOLBAR 
FIXINGS

CODE WSH/SLT

arm to furniture slatwall

of slatwalls

CODE WSH/SLTX

furniture slatwall

various lengths

through mount bracket, i.e. 
permitting arm mounting 
above or below

of slatwalls

WALL MOUNT 
BRACKET

SLATWALL 
EXTENSION BRACKET

CODE WSH/TB

arm to toolbar

feature

CODE WSH/TBX

to toolbar

various lengths

through mount bracket, i.e. 
permitting arm to mount 
above or below

TOOLBAR BRACKET TOOLBAR EXTENSION 
BRACKET

ADJUSTABLE 
TOOLBAR BRACKET

CODE WSH/ADJ

arm to toolbar

adjustment for easy alignment 
of adjacent monitors

fitting or removal of arm
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RODNEY
Our double award-winning 
and revolutionary monitor 
arm, Rodney, usually 
raises a smile when people 
ask about its name. So, 
why Rodney? Because 
it’s made of a steel rod! 
Simple!
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Rodney removes the need for a separate arm and post by incorporating the two components into a single piece.  
It comes complete with desk clamp, cable management and security features as standard.

MAX
8.5kg/18.7lb

CODE SUN/001
Standard arm
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Daisyone
Knuckle joint
COM/003
P16

Daisyone
Standard arm
COM/001
P16

Zorro arm
ZOR/PQR
P14-15

Wishbone
Standard arm
WSH/001/PQR
P9-12

Wishbone
Forearm
WSH/002/PQR
P9-12

Wishbone
C-post
WSH/003/PQR
P9-12

Rotation arm
WSH/ROT/NQR/S
P8

Rodney monitor arm
SUN/001
P17

Gas lift arm 
Giselle
GLA/011
P6-7

Gas lift arm 
Giselle X
GLA/013
P6-7

Wishbone Plus
WSH/011/CQR
P13

Larger screen
(Up to 24kg/51lb,
guide size 30” - 42”)
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Universal desk clamp
Up to 38mm, 1 ½
UNI/LCLM38
P20

Universal top mounting
desk clamp
13-67mm
UNI/TMCLM
P20

Cast grommet
UNI/CSG100/K
UNI/CSG140/K
P20

Through desk
fixing
P21

Universal desk clamp

UNI/LCLM13
P20

Universal desk clamp

UNI/LCLM25
P20

Top mounting 
desk clamp

UNI/QPC
P18

Fine height adjuster
UNI/FHA/001/B
P19

Gas lift VESA fixings
P18

Monitor weight 3.2kg-4.8kg
EAB/001/035/S

Monitor weight 4.6kg-6.8kg
EAB/001/045/S

Monitor weight 6.6kg-9.4kg
EAB/001/060/S

DESK

MONITORS SINGLE ARMS

Smaller screen
(Up to 12kg/26.4lb or 
8.5kg/18.75, check 
arms’ max weight)

8.5kg
18.7lb

8.5kg
18.7lb

8.5kg
18.7lb

8.5kg
18.7lb

8.5kg
18.7lb

12kg
26.4lb

24kg
51lb

Back to back 
bracket
WSH/B2B
P19
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Slatwall fixing
bracket
WSH/SLT
P21

Universal Slatwall
Mount bracket
UNI/SWB/001
P21

Multi Screen Slatwall
mount bracket
UNI/MSB/001
P21

Slatwall extension
bracket
WSH/SLTX
P21

Toolbar bracket
WSH/TB
P21

Height adjustable
toolbar bracket
WSH/ADJ
P21

Toolbar extension bracket
WSH/TBX
P21

WSH/PTB/1800/S

P22

WSH/PTB/1600/S

P22

WSH/PTB/1200/S

P22

WSH/PTB/1000/S

P22

C-piece for Slatwall
WSH/004SLT/PQR
P10

C-piece for toolbar
WSH/004TB/PQR
P11

TOOLBAR

SLATWALLDOUBLE ARMS
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